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4. Molecular Imaging Center

Iwao Kanno started his professional job at Akita Research Institute of Brain and
Blood Vessels in 1970, where his major activities were carried out until 2006 for
36 years. He firstly developed a custom radionuclide emission tomography using
handmade rotational dentist chair in 1977. Then, he developed the hybrid type
emission tomography which enabled to assess positron emission tomography
(PET) and single photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) in collaborating
with medical company in 1979. His efforts were also paid to develop methodology
for quantitative assessment of physiological and biochemical parameters from PET
and SPECT images. He developed quantitative method for cerebral blood flow
and cerebral oxygen metabolism from Oxygen-15 PET images in mid 1980's.
His interests were gradually turned to the brain physiology of circulation
and metabolism mechanism to adapt to the neurovascular coupling during neuronal
activation, which is essential to understand functional brain mapping using
magnetic resonance imaging and near infrared topography.

Iwao Kanno, Ph. D.
Director of Molecular Imaging Center

Progress in molecular biology has opened the
field to understanding the molecular mechanism of
living healthy and diseased organs. Molecular imaging
is a new interdisciplinary field that integrates imaging
technology and molecular biology to help visualize
molecular behavior spanning the microscopic to
macroscopic scales. Positron emission tomography
(PET), magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and optical
imaging will provide clear and comprehensive images
demonstrating molecular function. Molecular Imaging
Center consists of four research groups, Diagnostic
Imaging Group, Molecular Neuroimaging Group,
Molecular Probe Group and Biophysics Group, and
Research Promotion Unit. Molecular Imaging Center
aims to image molecular function of living animals in
health and diseases. Of several methodologies for
imaging molecular functions, this center covers in vivo
molecular imaging from rodents to humans. Molecular
Imaging Center is already a world leader in the development
of PET probe and technology, and also invested in other
promising technologies such as MRI. Our final goal is
understanding mechanism of brain function and cancer
pathology and use these knowledge in clinical
applications.

Diagnostic Imaging Group started clinical PET study
with FLT, a marker of cell proliferation, in the
evaluation of effectiveness of carbon ion radiotherapy in
lung cancer patients in collaboration with the Research
Center for Charged Particle Therapy. Multi-center
study of PET with 62Cu-ATSM, a marker of tumor
hypoxia, has also been stated. Functional analysis of
cancer-related genes such as radiation susceptibility
genes in cells and model animals in search of specific

targets of molecular imaging was performed using an
RNA interference library targeting 200 genes in human
cells. Novel targets of imaging by means of gene
expression analysis and metabolome analysis was
investigated. Mass screening for genes related to the
proliferation of mesothelioma cells was performed
using RNA interference. Animal models for the
evaluation of imaging probes were developed. PET/
SPECT tumor imaging using antibody probes was
developed. Investigation on the use of anti-c-kit
monoclonal antibody in imaging c-kit-positive tumors
such as gastrointestinal stromal tumors (GIST) has
started. Novel reporter gene imaging was developed.
In vitro experiments demonstrated that cells transiently
expressing ferritin heavy chain (FHC) gene showed
increased cellular uptake of iron resulting in the
decreased T2 weighted (T2W) MR signal in the cell
pellets. Search for specific molecular target of asb
estos-induced mesothelioma imaging through
investigation of the mechanism of carcinogenesis was
investigated.

Molecular Neuroimaging Group carried out mapping
of peripheral benzodiazepine receptors in Alzheimer's
disease. Normal database for the pre- and postsynaptic
dopaminergic functions in the living human brain using
PET was constructed. Dopamine transporters in
schizophrenia using [11C] PE2I were measured and
no significant difference was observed between
schizophrenia patients and controls in any brain
regions. Regional differences in receptor occupancy by
antipsychotic drugs were investigated and found no
regional difference in occupancy of dopamine D2 receptors
by atypical antipsychotic drug. Clarification of molecular
mechanisms linking imaging-based biomarkers and
psychiatric symptoms by behavioral analyses was
carried out. Further investigations of transgenic
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mouse models using PET and [18F] fluoroethyl-
DAA1106 also revealed deleterious roles of activated
microglia in the Alzheimer's disease pathogenesis
(Neuron, 2007). In vivo studies of monkeys and rats
using PET and [11C] MNPA, a novel agonistic PET
tracer for dopamine D2 receptor, indicated that changes
in the release of endogenous dopamine after
pharmacological challenges is measurable in the living
brains. Functional roles played by the central substance
P neurotransmission system by in vivo imaging of
substance P receptors were elucidated. [18F]
fluoroethyl-SPA-RQ, delineated consistency in the
distribution of the central substance P receptors across
species and potential utility of these animals for
preclinical assessments of pharmaceutical agents
targeting the substance P neurotransmission (Synapse,
2007).

Molecular Probe Group was carried out the probe
study for assessment of glutathione S-transferase activity,
a key enzyme related with GSH maintenance, in the
brain. Targeting multidrug resistance-associated
protein (MRP), 6-halo-purine derivatives were
designed on the basis of a metabolite extrusion method.
On the probe imaging tumors, a novel thymidine analog,
4'- [methyl-14C] thiothymidine ([14C] S-dThd), was
further evaluated to assess DNA synthesis in tumor cell
proliferation. The resulted in that [14C] S-dThd is a
promising marker of DNA synthesis. A novel ligand
(PTBN), a selective antagonist of mGluR5, was
designed and evaluated on PET probes to assess brain
glutamate receptor. Probes for protein-kinase C and
for 18F-alternative to assay AChE were evaluated. A
practical route for preparing [18F] ligand containing
[18F] fluorobenzene moiety was developed by employing
a reaction of diphenyliodonium salt with [18F] F-. [11C]
Acetyl chloride ([11C] AcCl) as a labeling precursor
was synthesized using a loop method by reacting
methylmagnesium bromide with [11C] CO2, followed
by treatment with thionyl chloride or oxalyl choride. A
new labeling method generating11C-C bond was
developed by using [11C] nitromethane. In vitro binding
of [11C] raclopride with ultra-high specific activity (SA)
in the striatum and cerebral cortex of rat brain was
characterized. Novel ligand, [11C] AC-5216, was
synthesized and evaluated as a PET ligand for imaging
PBR in primate brain. A new irradiation system using
vertical beams was developed for the production of
positron emitters. A new production unit using [18F]
F2 as a synthetic precursor was developed for the
versatile PET radiopharmaceutical production apparatus.
The radionuclide 62Zn was produced by the nuclear
reaction 63Cu (p, 2n) 62Zn with the big cyclotron at
NIRS. The 62Zn/62Cu generator was prepared remotely
and distributed to 3 PET facilities (Fukui Univ.,
Yokohama City University, National Cancer Center).

Sensitive and rapid high-performance liquid
chromatographic methods were developed. Six new
PET radiopharmaceuticals ([11C] BF227, [18F] FLT,
[18F] NaF, [18F] FMeNER-d2, [18F] FEtSPARQ
and [61Cu] ATSM) were released for the clinical use
and approved by the Institutional Review Board at
NIRS.

Biophysics Group carried out 19F high sensitivity
imaging for in vivo drug dynamics performed in mice at
7T with 5-FU. Imaging most of 19F metabolites of 5-FU
in mice is successful at 7T by using minimal TE of FISP
and FSE under the dose of 2 mmol 5-FU/kg, p. o.
Imaging using MRI high sensitive quadrature and 4ch
phased-array RF coils were prepared for rat brain
imaging on high field 7T MRI system. Biosignal
Physiology Team covers two kinds of signals, human
MRI data and animal two-photon microscopy data.
Long-term monitoring of in vivo [1-13C] glycogen
storage/degradation in the liver was achieved in healthy
volunteers (n=5) and diabetic patients (n=5). T2
measurement was performed in an oblique coronal
plane, which was passed through the center of the
femoral head, was acquired using a 3.0 Tesla system.
The ADC value of Pca increases after radiation therapy,
becoming close to those of intact inner gland (IG)
and peripheral zone (PZ). Although f ra c t i o n
anisotropy is not useful fordistinguishing Pcabecause
of the overlaps among Pca, intact IG and PZ, DTI is
able to show changes in the prostatic structure.
Magnetic resonance elastography (MRE) methods
deform the sample using external vibration system.
The healthy young subjects continuously performed the
two- or three-back (N-back) working memory task.
Image Analysis Team aims to calculate accurate and
quantitative biological parametric images of brain
functions from dynamic PET images fo llowing
administration of the radioactive probes. Imaging Physics
Team demonstrated the capability of 8-layer
depth-of-interaction (DOI) encoding on a PET detector.
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4.1. Research on Molecular Imaging of Cancer

Dr. Saga received a Ph. D. from Kyoto University in 1991 for his investigations
on cancer targeting of radiolabeled monoclonal antibodies. He continued his
research on antibody targeting at National Institutes of Health (1991-1993) and
at Kyoto University (1995-2006). In addition, for the last 9 years, he has been
conducting clinical and basic researches covering wide area of cancer imaging.
Since 2006, he has been the group leader of Diagnostic Imaging Group at NIRS to
further advance the basic and clinical researches on molecular imaging of cancer.

saga@nirs. go. jp
Tsuneo Saga, Ph. D.
Director, Diagnostic Imaging Group

Diagnostic Imaging Group is conducting research on
functional imaging of cancer by PET and other
modalities. By using various cancer-specific probes,
the characteristics of individual cancers such as
malignant grade and responsiveness to treatment can
be clarified. These information can be used for
treatment planning and evaluation of therapeutic effect.
Although several PET probes such as FDG and 11C-
methionine are now routinely available for clinical
studies, development of new imaging probes is
necessary for more comprehensive evaluation of
cancers and to further contribute to the management of
cancer patients.

focuses on clinical research
in functional cancer imaging and is aiming to contribute
to the management of cancer patients including those
considered for carbon ion radiotherapy conducted in the
Hospital of the Research Center for Charged Particle
Therapy. In addition to the clinical research using
routinely used PET probes, such as FDG and 11C-
methionine, we are evaluating newly developed cancer-
imaging probes, such as 18F-fluorothymidine (FLT)
and 62Cu-ATSM. We are determining their clinical
usefulness in the characterization and early diagnosis of
various cancers.

conducts basic molecular
imaging research focusing on design and evaluation of
PET probes that capture and depict the changes of
biomolecules specifically associated with cancer and
other diseases to realize effective non-invasive
diagnosis. We also are developing novel reporter
gene imaging systems to facilitate the establishment of
new therapies such as gene therapy and regenerative
therapy.

focuses on the elucidation of
genetic/molecular events occurring during carcinogenesis,
searching for suitable targets of molecular imaging of
cancer. By means of functional screening of genes
related to cell growth or radiation susceptibility, and by
proteome analysis of the blood and tissue samples of
cancer patients, we select the genes and proteins
specifically expressed in cancers. Through the
exploration of the targets with high specificity, we are
at development of a novel molecular imaging system
which can non-invasively depict the characteristics of
each cancer.

We started clinical PET study with FLT, a marker of
cell proliferation, to evaluate effectiveness of carbon
ion radiotherapy in lung cancer patients in collaboration
with the Research Center for Charged Particle
Therapy. Preliminary data showed that, although
significant reduction of FLT tumor uptake was
observed three months after the treatment, accurate
evaluation of the treatment effect was difficult if FLT-
PET was performed immediately after the treatment.
In addition, slight uptake of FLT was observed in the
area of radiation induced pneumonitis, probably
reflecting the activity of fibroblasts related to the
remodeling of the irradiated lung tissue.
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A multi-center study of PET with 62Cu-ATSM, a
marker of tumor hypoxia, has also been stated in
collaboration with the Research Center for Charged
Particle Therapy. By comparing the therapeutic
outcome of radiation therapy and the tracer uptake in a
lesion (i. e. the grade of hypoxia), we are expecting
to know whether carbon ion therapy is effective
irrespective of the presence of tumor hypoxia.

We performed cell-based functional screening using
an RNA interference library targeting 200 genes in
human cells. We identified nine new radiation
susceptibility genes, eight of which are linked with cell
cycle progression. Cell cycle analysis on four of the
genes not previously linked to cell cycle progression
demonstrated that one was associated with the G2/M
checkpoint in response to DNA damage. Further study
of new radiation susceptibility genes should help to
elucidate the molecular mechanisms of cell cycle
progression, DNA repair, cell death, cell growth and
genomic instability, all tightly related to carcinogenesis
and cancer progression.

Mass screening for genes related to the proliferation
of mesothelioma cells was performed using RNA
interference and it was found that inhibition of 390
genes by corresponding siRNA reduced the proliferation
of mesothelioma cells by more than 50%. Many of these
genes were related to nucleotide binding factors or
receptors and possible targets in imaging and therapy.

Metabolome analysis of various cultured cancer cell

lines showed that cancer cells produce more acetate
into culture medium than normal cells and that the
acetate production in cancer cells further increased
under the hypoxic condition, which was not observed
in normal cells. Measurement of the mRNA for
acetyl-CoA syntase, one of the enzymes involved in
acetate production, showed that the mRNA expression
of this enzyme in cancer cells was coincided well with
the acetate production pattern. The tumor specific
acetate metabolism pathway may provide a possible
target of cancer imaging.

To facilitate the evaluation of imaging probes,
mesothelioma cell lines expressing red fluorescent
proteins were established. optical imaging was
performed for mice bearing heterotopic (subcutaneous)
and orthotopic (pleural) transplant of red fluorescent
cells, which gave positive images of the tumor. In
addition, the measured fluorescent intensity correlated
well with the size of the subcutaneous tumor.

Investigation on the use of anti-c-kit monoclonal
antibody in imaging c-kit-positive tumors such as
gastrointestinal stromal tumors (GIST) was started.
Basic characteristics of two radiolabeled antibodies
having separate specificity and function were evaluated
and it turned out that these antibodies were internalized
after binding to the cell surface antigen. For
evaluation of radiolabeled antibodies, tumor xenograft
model highly expressing c-kit has been established.

evaluation of radiolabeled monoclonal antibodies
recognizing mesothelioma related antigen (ERC/
mesothelin) has also been started.

In order to develop a novel PET/MRI dual modality
reporter gene imaging system, various cell lines were
established which constitutively or inducibly express
ferritin heavy chain (FHC) gene. experiments
demonstrated that cells transiently expressing FHC
gene showed increased cellular uptake of iron resulting
in the decreased T2 weighted (T2W) MR signal for
cell pellets. MR imaging of mice transplanted
with these cells is now being done.

For the early detection of asbestos-induced
mesothelioma, we investigated the mechanism of
carcinogenesis associated with asbestos exposure. Our
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investigation has shown that exposure of normal
mesothelial cells to asbestos caused the increased
expression of ferritin heavy chain gene. Furthermore,
some mesothelioma cell lines also showed an increased
level of FCH expression. Mesothelial cells highly
expressing FHC were resistant to apoptosis related to
asbestos exposure because of the decreased production
of reactive oxygen species induced by the exposure. We
proposed that the acquired resistance to apoptosis
caused mesothelial cells to survive under additional
carcinogenic stimuli which led to mesothelioma

formation.

1) Saga T, Kawashima H, Araki N, Takahashi JA,
Nakashima Y, Higashi T, Oya N, Mukai T, Hojo
M, Nobuo Hashimoto N, Manabe T, Hiraoka M,
Togashi K. Evaluation of primary brain tumors with
FLT-PET : usefulness and limitation. Clin Nucl Med
31 : 774-80, 2006.

2) Tanaka T, Furukawa T, Fujieda S, Kasamatsu S,
Yonekura Y,Fujibayashi Y. Double-tracerautoradiography
with Cu-ATSM/FDG and immunohistochemical
interpretation in four different mouse implanted
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4.2. Molecular Neuroimaging Research

Dr. Suhara received the Ph. D. from Jikei University School of Medicine in
1991 for his study of dopamine receptor binding He joined NIRS in 1989.
In 1992-1993, he studied in the PET group of Department of Clinical Neuroscience,
Karolinska Hospital, Sweden. He has done research on brain functional imaging
for many years. He has served as a visiting professor in the Department of
Neuropsychiatry, Nippon Medical School since 2004, and in the Graduate school
of Medicine, Yokohama City University since 2006.

suhara@nirs. go. jp

Tetsuya Suhara , M. D., Ph. D.
Director of Molecular Neuroimaging
Group, Molecular ImagingCenter, NIRS

1. Clinical Neuroimaging
1) Mapping peripheral benzodiazepine receptors in

Alzheimer's disease
2) Constructing a normal database for the pre- and

post-synaptic dopaminergic functions in the living
human brain using PET

3) Measuring dopamine transporters in schizophrenia
using [11C] PE2I

4) Investigating regional differences in receptor
occupancy by antipsychotic drugs

2. Molecular Neurobiology
1) Clarifying molecular mechanisms linking imaging-

based biomarkers and psychiatric symptoms by
behavioral analyses and imaging of
transgenic mice showing abnormal monoaminergic
neurotransmission

2) Molecular imaging of mice modeling Alzheimer's
disease in search of biomarkers useful for
diagnosis and treatment of Alzheimer's disease

3) Measuring endogenous neurotransmitters and
their pathophysiological alterations using quantitative
PET techniques

4) Elucidating functional roles played by the central
substance P neurotransmission system by
imaging of substance P receptors

3. System Neurochemistry
1) Further understanding of human brain function

by investigating the relevant organization of
functional localization for higher- cognitive function
in underlying neurochemical mechanisms

1. Clinical Neuroimaging
1) Mapping peripheral benzodiazepine receptors in

Alzheimer's disease

By applying a wavelet method for reduction of image
noise, parametric images of peripheral benzodiazepine
receptors could be obtained with [18F] FEDAA1106.
Binding potential of [11C] DAA1106 was increased in
the brain of Alzheimer's disease patients compared with
controls in all measured regions, suggesting a
widespread and diffuse existence of glial reactions in
early-stage Alzheimer's disease.

2) Constructing a normal database for the pre- and
post-synaptic dopaminergic functions in the living
human brain using PET

This database allows the comparison of regional
distributions of striatal and extrastriatal dopamine D1
and D2 receptors, dopamine trans porter, and
endogenous dopamine synthesis capability. These
distributions were in good agreement with those from
human postmortem studies.

3) Measuring dopamine transporters in schizophrenia
using [11C] PE2I

No significant difference in binding potential of [11C]
PE2I was observed between schizophrenia patients and
controls in any brain regions. Although the
dopaminergic system is of central interest in
schizophrenia, dopamine transporter which is one of
the presynaptic functions did not change in
schizophrenia.

4) Investigating regional differences in receptor
occupancy by antipsychotic drugs

No regional difference was observed in occupancy of
dopamine D2 receptors by atypical antipsychotic drug.
This finding does not support the concept of "limbic
selectivity" of atypical antipsychotic drug.

2. Molecular Neurobiology
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1) Clarifying molecular mechanisms linking imaging-
based biomarkers and psychiatric symptoms by
behavioral analyses and imaging of
transgenic mice showing abnormal monoaminergic
neurotransmission

Autoradiography of Ca2+/calmodulin-dependent
kinase II heterozygous knockout mice, done in
collaboration with Dr. Miyakawa, Kyoto University,
demonstrated notable abnormalities in the monoaminergic
receptors which were tightly correlated with
neurobehavioral phenotypes of these animals.

2) Molecular imaging of mice modeling Alzheimer's
disease in search of biomarkers useful for
diagnosis and treatment of Alzheimer's disease

High-resolution PET scans of transgenic mice
exhibiting brain amyloidosis were performed using
[11C] PIB, a widely utilized radiotracer for amyloid
imaging in humans. These scans were the first
successful demonstration that Alzheimer's disease
pathology in small animals can be captured by
PET systems. By applying this imaging technique,
distinct properties of [11C] PIB and [11C] BF-227, a
new amyloid probe developed by researchers at Tohoku
University, were clarified. Further investigations of
transgenic mouse models using PET and [18F]
fluoroethyl-DAA1106 also revealed deleterious roles of
activated microglia in the Alzheimer's disease
pathogenesis (Neuron, 2007).

3) Measuring endogenous neurotransmitters and
their pathophysiological alterations using quantitative
PET techniques

studies of monkeys and rats using PET and
[11C] MNPA, a novel agonistic PET tracer for dopamine
D2 receptor, indicated that changes in the release of
endogenous dopamine after pharmacological challenges
is measurable in living brains. This system was also
proven to be useful for elucidating interactions between
glutamatergic and dopaminergic neurotransmissions.

4) Elucidation of functional roles played by the
central substance P neurotransmission system by

imaging of substance P receptors
PET imaging of rhesus monkeys, marmosets and

gerbils with a newly developed radioligand, [18F]
fluoroethyl-SPA-RQ, delineated consistency in the
distribution of the central substance P receptors across
species and potential utility of these animals for
preclinical assessments of pharmaceutical agents
targeting the substance P neurotransmission was
demonstrated (Synapse, 2007).

3. System Neurochemistry
1) Further understanding of human brain function

by investigating the relevant organization of
functional localization for higher-cognitive function
in underlying neurochemical mechanisms

From a PET activation study with O-15 labeled water
we elucidated the neural organization for executive
function including the prefrontal cortex, parietal cortex,
and cerebellum.

We could visualize the anatomy in monkey brain
using 7-tesla, high-field MRI by improving the head coil
for macaques.

An accident in which an experimenter was bitten by
a monkey resulted in the interruption of all monkey
studies in our laboratory. The interruption continued
for 8 months, during which we carried out a risk
management assessment for monkey studies, and
considered such points as establishing security checks
for all kinds of experiments dealing with awake
monkeys. We also decided how to guarantee the
reliance quality of PET data, and established a SOP
(Standard Operating Procedure) for our institute to
prepare for preclinical studies in the future.

1. Haneda E., Higuchi M., Maeda J., Inaji M., Okauchi
T., Ando K., Obayashi S., Nagai Y., Narazaki M.,
Ikehira H., Nakao R., Zhang M. R., Suzuki K.,
Suzuki H., Suhara T., In vivo mapping of substance
P receptors in brains of laboratory animals by high-
resolution imaging systems. 61 : 205-15,
2007

2. Higuchi M., Saido T. C., Suhara T., Animal models
of tauopathies. , 26 : 491-7, 2006

3. Ikoma Y., Takano A., Ito H., Kusuhara H., Sugiyama
Y., Arakawa R., Fukumura T., Nakao R., Suzuki
K., Suhara T., Quantitative analysis of 11C-verapamil
transfer at the human blood-brain barrier for
evaluation of P-glycoprotein function. ,
47 : 1531-7, 2006

4. Ikoma Y., Yasuno F., Ito H., Suhara T., Ota M.,
Toyama H., Fujimura Y., Takano A., Maeda J., Zhang
M. R., Nakao R., Suzuki K., Quantitative analysis
for estimating binding potential of the peripheral
benzodiazepine receptor with [11C] DAA1106.

, 27 : 173-84, 2007
5. Ito H., Ota M., Ikoma Y., Seki C., Yasuno F.,

Takano A., Maeda J., Nakao R., Suzuki K., Suhara
T., Quantitative analysis of dopamine synthesis in
human brain using positron emission tomography
with L- [ -11C] DOPA. , 27 :
723-31, 2006

6. Ito H., Sato T., Odagiri H., Inoue K., Shidahara
M., Suhara T., Hatazawa J., Fukuda H., Brain and
whole body distribution of N-isopropyl-4-
iodoamphetamine (I-123) in humans : comparison
of radiopharmaceuticals marketed by different
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companies in Japan. , 20: 493-8, 2006
7. Ito S., Suhara T., Ito H., Yasuno F., Ichimiya T.,

Takano A.,
Maehara T., Matsuura M., Okubo Y., Changes in
central 5-HT1A receptor binding in mesial temporal
epilepsy measured by positron emission tomography
with [11C] WAY100635. , 73: 111-8,
2007

8. Kuroda Y., Motohashi N., Ito H., Ito S., Takano
A., Nishikawa T., Suhara T., Effects of repetitive
transcranial magnetic stimulation on [11C] raclopride
binding and cognitive function in patients with
depression. , 95 : 35-42, 2006

9. Matsumoto R., Kitabayashi Y., Narumoto J., Wada
Y., Okamoto A., Ushijima Y., Yokoyama C., Yamashita
T., Takahashi H., Yasuno F., Suhara T., Fukui K.,
Regional cerebral blood flow changes associated with
interoceptive awareness in the recovery process of
anorexia nervosa.

, 30 : 1265-70, 2006
10. Morimoto T., Ito H., Takano A., Ikoma Y., Seki

C., Okauchi T., Tanimoto K., Ando A., Shiraishi
T., Yamaya T., Suhara T., Effects of image
reconstruction algorithm on neurotransmission PET
studies in humans : comparison between filtered
backprojection and ordered subsets expectation
maximization. , 20 : 237-43, 2006

11. Ota M., Obata T., Akine Y., Ito H., Ikehira H.,
Asada T., Suhara T., Age-related degeneration of
corpus callosum measured with diffusion tensor
imaging. , 31 : 1445-52, 2006

12. Ota M., Yasuno F., Ito H., Seki C., Nozaki S.,
Asada T., Suhara T., Age-related decline of dopamine
synthesis in the living human brain measured by
positron emission tomography with L-[ -11C]DOPA.

, 79 : 730-6, 2006
13. Rusjan P., Mamo D., Ginovart N., Hussey D.,

Vitcu I., Yasuno F., Suhara T., Houle S., Kapur S.,
An automated method for the extraction of regional
data from PET images. , 147 : 79-89,
2006

14. Semba J., Wakuta M., Suhara T., Different effects
of chronic phencyclidine on brain-derived
neurotrophic factor in neonatal and adult rat brains.

, 11 : 126-30, 2006
15. Takahashi H., Higuchi M., Suhara T., The role

of extrastriatal dopamine D2 receptors in
schizophrenia. , 59 : 919-28, 2006

16. Takahashi H., Kato M., Hayashi M., Okubo Y.,
Takano A., Ito H., Suhara T., Memory and frontal
lobe functions ; possible relations with dopamine D2
receptors in the hippocampus. , 34 :
1643-9, 2007

17. Takahashi H., Matsuura M., Yahata N., Koeda
M., Suhara T., Okubo Y., Men and women show

distinct brain activations during imagery of sexual
and emotional infidelity. , 32: 1299-307,
2006

18. Takano A., Ito H., Arakawa R., Saijo T., Suhara
T., Effects of the reference tissue setting on the
parametric image of 11C-WAY100635.

, 28 : 193-8, 2007
19. Takano A., Kusuhara H., Suhara T., Ieiri I.,

Morimoto T., Lee Y. J., Maeda J., Ikoma Y., Ito
H., Suzuki K., Sugiyama Y., Evaluation of in vivo
P-glycoprotein function at the blood-brain barrier
among MDR1 gene polymorphisms by using 11C-
verapamil. , 47 : 1427-33, 2006

20. Takano A., Suhara T., Ichimiya T., Yasuno F.,
Suzuki K., Time course of in vivo 5-HTT transporter
occupancy by fluvoxamine. ,
26 : 188-91, 2006

21. Takano A., Suhara T., Yasuno F., Suzuki K.,
Takahashi H., Morimoto T., Lee Y. J., Kusuhara
H., Sugiyama Y., Okubo Y., The antipsychotic
sultopride is overdosed--a PET study of drug-
induced receptor occupancy in comparison with
sulpiride. , 9 : 539-45,
2006

22. Takano A., Suzuki K., Kosaka J., Ota M., Nozaki
S., Ikoma Y., Tanada S., Suhara T., A dose-finding
study of duloxetine based on serotonin transporter
occupancy. , 185: 395-9,
2006

23. Tanaka Y., Obata T., Sassa T., Yoshitome E.,
Asai Y., Ikehira H., Suhara T., Okubo Y., Nishikawa
T., Quantitative magnetic resonance spectroscopy of
schizophrenia : relationship between decreased N-
acetylaspartate and frontal lobe dysfunction.

, 60 : 365-72, 2006
24. Yasuno F., Ota M., Ando K., Ando T., Maeda J.,

Ichimiya T., Takano A., Doronbekov T. K., Fujimura
Y., Nozaki S., Suhara T., Role of ventral striatal
dopamine D1 receptor in cigarette craving.

y, 61 : 1252-9, 2007
25. Yoshiyama Y., Higuchi M., Zhang B., Huang S.

M., Iwata N., Saido T. C., Maeda J., Suhara T.,
Trojanowski J. Q., Lee V. M., Synapse loss and
microglial activation precede tangles in a P301S
tauopathy mouse model. , 53: 337-51, 2007
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4.3. Studies on Molecular Probes and Radiopharmaceuticals

Kazutoshi Suzuki, Ph. D.
Director, Molecular Probe Group

Molecular probes are playing important roles in the
rapidly developing field of molecular imaging. The
purposes of this research group are 1) to develop novel
probes to assess biological and physiological
functions (Probe Research Team), 2) to develop new
labeling methods to widen production for a variety of
probes for high yield and high quality (Radiochemistry
Team), 3) to develop a new integrated system for the
production of safe probes considering the GMP
standard, without radiation exposure to personnel by
automation (Production System Team), and 4) to
establish production methods and quality control
methods of developed probes for clinical application
(Radiopharmaceutical Production Team).

The Probe Research Team is developing novel
probes for quantitative assessment of oxidative stress
and/or disruption of homeostasis and brain efflux
function targeting multidrug resistance-associated
protein (MRP). This team also is taking part in the
development of novel tumor imaging probes to assess
DNA synthesis in tumor cell proliferation and a novel
receptor ligand to function as a selective antagonist of
mGluR5 for assessment of brain glutamate receptor.
The Radiochemistry Team is developing new labeling

methods with PET radionuclids ; special focus is on a
direct fluorination method with 18F－ of a benzene ring
in unstable compounds and achieving higher specific
activity for various kinds of PET probes. The
Production System Team and Radiopharmaceutical
Production Team have not only the above objectives but
also have the missions to support research activity on
PET molecular imaging in collaboration with the
Planning and Promotion Unit. The research activities
performed in FY 2006 were as follows.

1) Probe Research Team
We have addressed the development of novel probes

assessing biological and physiological functions
by approaches with a rationale-based design, as well as
modification of potent probes. Our targets are
molecules and/or functions involved in the bio-defense
system, judgment of malignancy and therapeutic
response in tumors, and neurotransmission.

In the research on probes assessing oxidative stress
and/or disruption of homeostasis, two subjects have
been investigated. The probe study for assessment of
glutathione S-transferase activity, a key enzyme related
with GSH maintenance, in the brain was launched. A
series of compounds were designed based on a
metabolic trapping principle and their reactivity to GSH
was examined to evaluate properties as a probe. The
other study was on the probe for quantitative
assessment of brain efflux function. Multidrug
resistance-associated protein (MRP) was targeted and
6-halo-purine derivatives were designed on the basis of
a metabolite extrusion method and some of them were
found to be promising.

Regarding probe imaging tumors, a novel thymidine
analog, 4'- [methyl-14C] thiothymidine ([14C] S-dThd),
was further evaluated to assess DNA synthesis in
tumor cell proliferation. The result provided us the
evidence that [14C] S-dThd is a promising marker for
DNA synthesis. A novel ligand (PTBN), a selective
antagonist of mGluR5, was designed and evaluated on
PET probes to assess brain glutamate receptor. The
result showed the potential in a specific binding
property.

In addition, probes for protein-kinase C and for 18F-
alternative to assay AChE were evaluated, and a
SPECT probe, single strand Fv of anti-tenascin-C
antibody, was further examined to assess tissue-
remodeling in myocardial disorders. In collaboration
with a clinical-research group 11C-MP4A/PET (for
AChE) and 11C-PIB/PET (for amyloid) were
investigated for application to diseases with dementia.
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2) Radiochemistry Team
1. Labeling Technique

A practical route for preparing [18F] ligand containing
[18F] fluorobenzene moiety was developed by
employing a reaction of diphenyliodonium salt with
[18F] F-. Diphenyliodonium tosylate, a labeling precursor
for the radiosynthesis, was prepared by reacting
tributylphenylstanne with a novel reagent (hydroxy)
tosyliodoanisol. Using this method, [18F] DAA1106,
a PET ligand for imaging peripheral-type benzodiazepine
receptor (PBR), was synthesized.

[11C] Acetyl chloride ([11C] AcCl) as a labeling
precursor was synthesized using a loop method by
reacting methylmagnesium bromide with [11C] CO2,
followed by treatment with thionyl chloride or oxalyl
choride. After reaction, [11C] AcCl was purified by
distillation as a radiochemically pure product. It can be
used for highly efficient acylation of nucleophilic
substrates such as phenol and amine.

A new labeling method generating 11C-C bond was
developed by using [11C] nitromethane. C-carboxylation
of [11C] nitromethane was accomplished from [11C]
methyl nitronate and 1-ethoxycarbonylbenzotriazole to
afford [2-11C] ethyl nitroacetate in a radiochemical yield
of 75±6%. [2-11C] Glycine ethyl ester was synthesized
as a simple application of [2-11C] ethyl nitroacetate.
2. Specific Activity

In vitro binding of [11C] raclopride with ultra-high
specific activity (SA) in the striatum and cerebral cortex
of rat brain was characterized. The homogenate
assay demonstrated that high SA [11C] raclopride
(>2500 GBq/ mol) had two affinity binding sites in the
striatum and cerebral cortex of rat brain. By contrast,
using low SA [11C] raclopride (44 GBq/ mol), only
one binding site was found in the striatum and no
binding site was identified in the cerebral cortex.
3. Novel PET Ligand

[11C] AC-5216 was synthesized and evaluated as a
PET ligand for imaging PBR in primate brain. PET
study on the monkey brain determined that [11C]
AC-5216 had relatively high uptake in the occipital
cortex, a PBR-rich, dense area in the primate brain.

Pretreatment with non-radioactive AC-5216 and
PK11195 reduced the radioactivity of [11C] AC-5216
in the occipital cortex significantly, suggesting its high
specific binding with PBR in the brain.

3) Production System Team
A new irradiation system using vertical beams and a

new production unit using [18F] F2 as a synthetic
precursor for the NIRS versatile apparatus were
developed for effective production of radionuclides and
radiopharmaceuticals. The 62Zn/62Cu generators were
prepared and distributed to 3 other PET facilities once
a month regularly, to promote collaboration for cancer

diagnosis with PET.
1. A new irradiation system using vertical beams was

developed for the production of positron emitters.
The system has 4 target chambers for gas target
(11C), liquid target (18F) and two metal targets
(76Br and 124I). A dry distillation apparatus and a
remote system to handle the irradiated target were
also installed and coupled with the same irradiation
system. All these apparatus were installed in a
convenient hot cell in the irradiation room. Tubes for
water and compressed air were also connected to the
irradiation system to cool the target during
irradiation.

2. A new production unit using [18F] F2 as a synthetic
precursor was developed for the versatile PET
radiopharmaceutical production apparatus. Using the
unit, [18F] fluoro-m-Tyrosine, which is a tracer for
evaluation of dopaminergic presynaptic function, was
produced in satisfactory yield (ca 15% EOS).

3. The radionuclide 62Zn was produced by the nuclear
reaction 63Cu (p, 2n) 62Zn with the big cyclotron at
NIRS. The 62Zn/62Cu generator was prepared
remotely and distributed to 3 PET facilities (Fukui
Univ., Yokohama City University, National Cancer
Center). The generators were shipped from NIRS in
the midnight, accepted at the partner's facility and
used for tumor imaging in the chemical form of 62Cu-
ATSM to visualize hypoxia. These shipping were
performed once a month from October, 2006.

4) Radiopharmaceutical Production Team
Sensitive and rapid high-performance liquid

chromatographic methods were developed and
validated for the quality control analysis of PET
radiopharmaceuticals. These methods made it possible
to determine the chemical mass of the PET probes with
ultra high specific radioactivity (>3.7 TBq/ mol) and
to perform ultra high-throughput analysis (<1 min) for
a wide variety of pharmaceuticals.

Regarding support for researche conducted in the
Molecular Imaging Center, the production and quality
assurance of short-lived PET radiopharmaceuticals
have been performed both for clinical and animal
experiments. Six new PET radiopharmaceuticals ([11C]
BF227, [18F] FLT, [18F] NaF, [18F] FMeNER-d2,
[18F] FEtSPARQ and [61Cu] ATSM) were approved
by the Institutional Review Board at NIRS and released
for the clinical use.

Contracts for the analysis of FDG solutions were
made with four private companies. Under the contracts,
197 samples from 86 PET facilities in Japan were
accepted for analysis.

1) Toyohara, J., Kumata, K., Fukushi, K., Irie,
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T. and Suzuki, K. : Evaluation of [methyl-14C] 4
¢-thiothymidine for DNA synthesis imaging.

., 47, 1717-1722, 2006
2) Hirano, S., Shinotoh, H., Kobayashi, T., Tsuboi,

Y., Wszolek, Z. K., Aotsuka, A. Tanaka, N.,
Ota, T., Fukushi, K., Tanada, S. and Irie, T. :
Brain acetylcholinesterase activity in FTDP-17
studied by PET.

, 66, 1276-1277, 2006
3) Zhang M. -R., Ogawa M., Maeda J., Ito T., Noguchi,

J., Kumata K., Okauchi T., Suhara, T., Suzuki,
K. [2-11C] Isopropyl-, [1-11C] ethyl- and [11C]
methyl- labeled phenoxyphenyl acetamide derivatives as
positron emission tomography ligands for peripheral
benzodiazepine receptors : radiosynthesis, uptake
and in vivo binding in brain.

; 49, 2735-2742, 2006.
4) Zhang M. -R., Ogawa, M., Yoshida Y., Suzuki

K. Selective synthesis of [2-11C] 2-iodopropane
and [1-11C] iodoethane using the loop method by
reacting methylmagnesium bromide with [11C]
carbon dioxide. s 64,
216-222, 2006.

5). Fukumura T, Okada K, Suzuki H, Nakao R, Mukai
K, Szelecse'nyi F, _Kova'cs_ Z, Suzuki K. ”An
improved ^62 Zn/^62 Cu generator based on
acation exchanger and its fully remote-controlled
preparation for clinical use” . 33
(6) : 821-827, 2006 .

6) Ryuji Nakao, Kenji Furutsuka, Masatoshi Yamaguchi
and Kazutoshi Ssuzuki : Development and Validation
of a Liquid Chromatographic Method for the Analysis
of Positron Emission Tomography Radiopharmaceuticals
with Ru (bpy) 3

2+-KMnO4 Chemiluminescence
Detection., , 23(2), 151-155. 2007.
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4.4. Research and development of the next-generation technology of the molecular imaging.

Iwao Kanno started his professional job at Akita Research Institute of Brain and
Blood Vessels in 1970, where his major activities were carried out until 2006 for
36 years. He firstly developed a custom radionuclide emission tomography using
handmade rotational dentist chair in 1977. Then, he developed the hybrid type
emission tomography which enabled to assess positron emission tomography
(PET) and single photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) in collaborating
with medical company in 1979. His efforts were also paid to develop
methodology for quantitative assessment of physiological and biochemical
parameters from PET and SPECT images. He developed quantitative method
for cerebral blood flow and cerebral oxygen metabolism from Oxygen-15 PET
images in mid 1980's. His interests were gradually turned to the brain
physiology of circulation and metabolism mechanism to adapt to the
neurovascular coupling during neuronal activation, which is essential to
understand functional brain mapping using magnetic resonance imaging and near
infrared topography.

(Same as above)

Iwao Kanno, Ph. D.
Director of BIOPHYSICS GROUP

Biophysics Group intends to develop the methodologies
and technologies for watching, detecting, analyzing
and understanding the molecular and physiological
signals emerged from the living animals and humans by
means of the kinetics of radioactive molecular probes,
magnetic resonances signals of proton interacting with
molecular probes, multi-photon laser microscopy and
engineering physics for detection and imaging of the
positron annihilation. The Group consists of four
research teams. The Imaging Physics Team covers
software and engineering physics involved in the PET
instrument system. The Biosignal physiology Team
combines molecular information and physiological
information measured from MRI and the microcirculation
facilities on hemodynamic signals relating to neurovascular
coupling during neuronal activation. The Data Analysis
Team aims to extract quantitative parameters from
dynamic PET images taken from patients and healthy
subjects after radioactive ligand administrations. The
Magnetic Resonance Molecular Imaging Team develops
methods for detecting the variable signals from the high
tesla (7T) MRI. These four teams collaborate to
assess quantitative molecular mechanisms from in vivo
animals and humans. The Biophysics Group is thus
supporting the other groups of application for diagnosis
and neuropsychiatry in the Molecular Imaging Center.

Magnetic Resonance Molecular Imaging Team
carried out 19F high sensitivity imaging for in vivo drug
dynamics performed in mice at 7T with 5-Fluoroaracil.
Imaging of 19F metabolites of 5-FU in mice is
successful at 7T by using minimal TE of Fast imaging

with steady-state precession and Fast Spin Echo under
the dose of 2 mmol 5-FU/kg, p. o. The image quality
by FISP was excellent even in mice if the target organ
is surrounded by the homogeneous tissues such as
bladder and some case of the stomach. Single shot FSE
was successfully applied to the study of 5-FU catabolic
and excretion processes at 7T giving stable results as in
the previous work at 9.4T irrespective of rather long
TE due to large bore gradient system. For the imaging
of fluolo-nucleotides by FSE, however, single line
selection mode or 2-shot was required to obtain reliable
image especially in the liver. Reduction of TE was
essential for this drug, and the use of smaller gradient
system is waited. At this field strength, FSE is the
first choice as a standard method. The dynamical study
of 5-FU is successful by FSE at 7T under the dose of
2mmol/kg. Cellular and molecular imaging using MRI
high sensitive quadrature and 4ch phased-array RF
coils were prepared for rat brain imaging on high field
7T MRI system. Although sensitivity of the phased
array coil was higher than the quadrature coil in the
cortical area, the homogeneity was not enough for rat
whole brain especially at the brainstem. In addition,
anesthetic circuits, automatic temperature control
systems, monitoring systems for animal physiologic
condition, respiratory gating system, data server,
RAID systems, and animal preparation system were
developed and installed for continuous in-vivo MRI
measurement. Furthermore, relaxabilities of novel/
functional MRI contrast agents such as manganese and
iron oxide particles were measured and evaluated in-
vitro.
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Figure caption : Development of the quadrature coil for
imaging large animal and the coronal sectiona of the
head of macaque measured using this coil.

Biosignal physiology Team covers two kinds of
signals, human MRI data and animal two-photon
microscopy data. 1) It is shown that the signal can be
decomposed into contributions from intravascular, fast-
diffusion and slow-diffusion compartments. After
decomposition the post-stimulus undershoot seems to
be confined to the fast-diffusion phase, while the slow-
diffusion response may closely reflect the neural
response. 2) In order to explore the feasibility of a
clinical 3.0 T MR system, long-term monitoring of in
vivo [1-13C] glycogen storage/degradation in the liver
was achieved in healthy volunteers (n=5) and diabetic
patients (n=5). The correlation between the fasting
levels of plasma glucose and the increasing rate of
glycogen in the liver was statistically significant
(Spearman: r=-0.758, p<0.05, n=10). This indicates
that improvement in glycogen synthesizing ability may
be beneficial for reducing the blood glucose level. 13C
MR spectroscopy is useful for monitoring glycogen
synthesis in vivo. 3) The variation of T2 for normal
femoral cartilage in hip joint was studied. T2
measurement was performed in an oblique coronal
plane, which was passed through the center of the
femoral head, was acquired using a 3.0 Tesla system.
Our results demonstrate the existence of topographic
variation of femoral cartilage T2 in young healthy
volunteers which might be due to the variation of
cartilage matrix composition in the joint as well as the
relationship between the collagen network and
orientation of the static magnetic field. These findings
can be a comparative standard to evaluate degeneration
of hip cartilage in patients. 4) In addition to diffusion
weighted image (DWI) and apparent diffusion
coefficient (ADC) values, diffusion tensor imaging
(DTI) is a new, promising technique for detecting
prostate cancer (Pca). We assessed the changes of
ADC values and DTI between pre- and post-radiation.
The ADC value of Pca increases after radiation therapy,
becoming close to those of intact inner gland (IG) and
peripheral zone (PZ). Although fraction anisotropy is
not useful for distinguishing Pca because of the
overlaps among Pca, intact IG and PZ, DTI is able to

show changes in the prostatic structure. These results
may help to estimate the prediction of the effect of
radiation therapy. 5) Magnetic resonance elastography
(MRE) methods deform the sample using external
vibration system. We have been used transverse driver,
which generates shear waves at surface of the object.
One of the problems is that shear waves rapidly
attenuate at surface of the tissue and not propagate into
deep inside of the body. In this research, we compared
the shear waves generated by transverse driver and
longitudinal driver. By the in-vitro porcine liver
phantom study, the longitudinal driver was induced
shear waves into deep inside. These results suggest
the longitudinal driver makes it possible to measure the
shear modulus of deep inside of the body. 6) We
examined the influence of chewing on brain activities
during a working memory task using fMRI. The healthy
young subjects continuously performed the two- or
three-back (N-back) working memory task. The
subjects chewed gum, without odor and taste
components, between N-back tasks. Chewing
increased the BOLD signals in the dorsolateral
prefrontal cortex during N-back tasks. In addition, there
were more prominent activations in the posterior
portion of the hippocampus in the right hemisphere
during after chewing trial. These results suggest that
gum chewing may accelerate or recover the process of
working memory, besides inducing an arousal effect,
consequently enhancing cognitive performance.

Image Analysis Team aims to calculate accurate and
quantitative biological parametric images of brain
functions from dynamic PET images following
administration of the radioactive probes. PET images
include massive statistical noises in the radioactive
concentration information. To obtain quantitative
physiological parameters, mathematical engineering
and image processing are necessary in image analysis.
Major targets of the image analysis are to obtain
parameters of neurorecepter functions from images of
neurotransmitters and transporters. In order to reduce
effect of the statistical noise in dynamic PET, the
wavelet algorithm was introduced in calculating the
biding potential from the kinetics of the dopamine
ligand.

Imaging Physics Team demonstrated the capability of
8-layer depth-of-interaction (DOI) encoding on a PET
detector. The detector is expected to reduce parallax
error effectively because of its short data-sampling
interval in depth direction. It would be advantageous
to use in a high sensitive PET system of large solid
angle and a PET system dedicated to breast or prostate
cancer, MRI-PET, and optical-PET, which all need a
close detector setting to the object. Previously, we
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proposed an 8-layer DOI encoding method for a PET
detector and proved its validity. The layer of interaction
is identified by hybrid method : scintillation light control
by the original reflector arrangement for 4-layer DOI
encoding and pulse shape discrimination for 2-layer
DOI encoding. In the 8-layer DOI detector, four layers
then consist of the scintillator of different pulse shape
from another scintillator for the other four layers. The
two kind crystal layers can be arranged in two ways :
stacked alternately (LSLS) or set in the upper and
lower four layers (LLSS). Here"L"and "S" represent
longer and shorter decay time in the pulce shape. Since
the two crystal arrangements are expected to show
different detector performance, we investigated the
difference to understand the characteristics of the DOI
detector for its optimization. Gd2SiO5 (GSO) crystals
of 0.5 mol% Ce dopant and 1.5 mol% Ce dopant were
used for the measurement. The former is in dimensions
of 2.9 mm × 2.9 mm × 3.75 mm and the latter is 2.9 mm
× 2.9 mm × 3.6 mm, respectively. The experimental
results show better performance of the LLSS
arrangement in pulse shape discrimination, while
inferior in the 4-layer DOI encoding. There was no
particular difference between the two crystal
arrangements in light output and energy resolution of
each layer.

Hasegawa, Hideaki Haneishi, Naoko Inadama, Eiji
Yoshida, Hideo Murayama. : Preliminary Resolution
Performance of the Prototype System for a 4-Layer
DOI-PET Scanner: jPET-D4. IEEE Transactions on
Nuclear Science 53 (3), pp1123-1128, 2006.

2. Takayuki Obata, Koji Uemura, Hiroi Nonaka,
Mitsuru Tamura, Shuji Tanada, Hiroo Ikehira :
Optimizing T2-weighted magnetic resonance
sequences for surface coil microimaging of the eye
with regard to lid, eyeball and head moving artifacts.
Magnetic Resonance Imaging 24, pp. 97-101, 2006.

3. Youko Ikoma, Akihiro Takano, Hiroshi Ito, Hiroyuki
Kusuhara, Yuichi Sugiyama, Ryosuke Arakawa,
Toshimitsu Fukumura, Ryuji Nakao, Kazutoshi
Suzuki, Tetsuya Suhara : Quantitative analysis of
11C-verapamil transfer at the human blood-brain barrier
for evaluation of P-glycoprotein function. Journal of
Nuclear Medicine 47 (9), pp. 1531-1537, 2006.

4. Naoko Inadama, Hideo Murayama, Manabu
Hamamoto, Tomoaki Tsuda, Yusuke Ono, Taiga
Yamaya, Eiji Yoshida, Kengo Shibuya, Fumihiko
Nishikido : 8-Layer DOI Encoding of 3-Dimensional
Crystal Array. IEEE Transactions on Nuclear
Science 53 (5), pp. 2523-2528, 2006.

5. Eiji Yoshida, Keishi Kitamura, Yuichi Kimura,
Fumihiko Nishikido, Kengo Shibuya, Taiga Yamaya,
Hideo Murayama : Inter-crystal scatter identification
for a depth-sensitive detector using support vector
machine for small animal PET. Nuclear Instruments
& Methods in Physics Research Section A 571, pp.
243-246, 2006.

Figure caption : Prototype of an 8-layer DOI detector
for a PET detector. The 8-layer DOI encoding is
performed by scintillation light control with the original
reflector arrangement for 4-layer DOI encoding and
pulse shape discrimination (PSD) for further 2-layer
DOI encoding. For PSD, four layers consist of the
scintillator of different pulse shape from another
scintillator for the other four layers. The two kind
crystal layers can be arranged in two ways : stacked
alternately or set in the upper and lower four layers.

1. Taiga Yamaya, Naoki Hagiwara, Takashi Obi,
Tomoaki Tsuda, Keishi Kitamura, Tomoyuki
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